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The more sources queried, the more valuable the results:

Unfortunately, Matt does not know about all of the other, relevant data sources.

By ignoring these sources, Matt may be missing a lot of valuable information:

Example:
Find everything related to a sequence
Example:
Find everything related to a sequence

Additional Desired Capabilities

- Handle multiple sequences
- Search using other tools
- Preprocess sequence(s)
- Use results as input to other queries
- Pass results to other tools
What is the ideal environment?

A _single_ location that provides _effective_ access to a _consistent_ view of data and tools from _many_ sources through an _intuitive and useful_ interface.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parse input/output</th>
<th>Access the data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Transform data format</td>
<td>Map similar concepts</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

User applications
What is the ideal environment?

A single location that provides effective access to a consistent view of data and tools from many sources through an intuitive and useful interface.

Parse input/ output
Transform Map data format similar concepts
Access the data
User applications
SDM Center Data Integration Infrastructure

Query Dispatch and Collection (QDaC) → Model-Based Mediator

External Tools:
- XPath Wrapper
- VIPAR Wrapper
- Semantic Wrapper

Metadata Registry → XWrap

GUI
There are a lot of CS research issues that still need to be addressed.

- Allocation of wrappers
- Inclusion of complex workflows
- Caching
- Cross data source queries
How does this contribute to a scalable infrastructure?
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Standards – why don’t we have them yet?

Standards imply semantics

Semantics are HARD!
Standards – why don’t we have them yet?

Challenges

- Genomics is a complex field where there are more exceptions to the rules than rules themselves
- Technology is constantly evolving and the terminology has to keep up
- Different genomics communities use the same terms in different ways

Able to express the complex concepts found in this domain
Extensible while retaining backward compatibility
Interaction between multiple standards
What is the answer?
What is the answer?

- Forced standards
  - Won’t work in a evolving scientific environment

- Ontologies are becoming popular
  - DAML OIL
    - XML based representation for ontology exchange
    - Is being promoted as an approach to dealing with this problem
    - Unclear whether it will be sufficiently robust for this environment

Scientists need to decide semantics are important enough to focus time and energy on
Conclusions

- Efforts are beginning to address data accessibility issues
  - SciDAC SDM Center - data integration infrastructure
  - DataFoundry - scalable data access

- Providing consistent semantics is one of the biggest challenges remaining
  - Need support from scientists if current efforts are to be successful
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